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Methodological approach of 
foreign exchange research 
A currency zone denotes the area where a currency is actually accepted and/or 

used. This may be an individual country (in the case of national currencies) or a uni-

on of countries (in the case of supranational currencies, such as the euro) or a group 

of countries where issuance and/or other transactions may also regularly take place 

in a specific foreign currency (the US dollar for example). A currency zone is therefo-

re not identical with the legal territory of a currency.  

DZ Bank's foreign exchange research monitors and analyses the following currenci-

es or currency zones: G10 currencies and selected emerging market currencies.   

DZ Bank's foreign exchange research is primarily aimed at the following groups: 

cooperative and savings banks and their customers, provided that they have suffi-

cient expertise and experience in the foreign exchange business, mid-size and large 

German-based companies, institutional clients in Germany and abroad as well as 

central banks.  

The analysis of currency zones is based on theoretical model approaches (purch-

asing power parity and interest rate parity) and the evaluation of the resulting rele-

vant fundamental factors. In addition, "soft" indicators, such as market sentiment, are 

also taken into account during the analysis. As approaches that focus solely on mo-

dels are fraught with significant shortcomings, we no longer pursue any such ap-

proach. Instead, it is the job of the analyst to assess how relevant the individual fac-

tors identified are for the various currency zones while bearing in mind that the eva-

luation categories may change over the course of time and are largely dependent on 

the current fundamental (economic and political) environment. 
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THEORETICAL BASIS 

Purchasing power parity and interest rate parity form the theoretical basis of any 

analysis of the foreign exchange markets.  

Purchasing power parity (PPP) 

PPP between two currency zones exists if goods and services contained in one con-

sumer basket can be purchased for the same amount of money. If two different cur-

rency zones are compared with each other, the monetary amounts involved are ma-

de comparable via the exchange rates. In this case, purchasing power parity exists if 

the various currencies have the same purchasing power via the exchange rates, me-

aning that a consumer can purchase the same basket of goods and services at the 

same price. According to the theory of purchasing power parity, the exchange rates 

between two currencies fluctuate primarily in order to compensate for price level dif-

ferences. This theory is based on the law of one price, which is the economic theory 

that a given commodity, asset or service has the same price anywhere in the world 

when exchange rates are taken into consideration. Otherwise, arbitrage opportunities 

would arise. According to this theory, a monetary unit must have the same purch-

asing power in all countries, i.e. it must have the same real value anywhere in the 

world. This is also referred to as absolute purchasing power parity. 

The theory of purchasing power parity has its origins in monetary international eco-

nomics. It computes how many units of the relevant currency are necessary to 

purchase the same representative basket that a consumer could buy for one US dol-

lar in the United States. However, over the short or medium term, the exchange rate 

can differ significantly from purchasing power parity, as current market events can 

result in rapid changes in the exchange rate whereas the price level only changes at 

a relatively slow pace. That said, over the long term, the exchange rate should fluc-

tuate around this value. This is called relative purchasing power parity. 

Interest rate parity 

Interest rate parity is a theory that stems from a widely used economic model devi-

sed by John Maynard Keynes. Firstly, this theory offers an explanatory approach for 

investor behaviour: investors invest where they will achieve the highest yield. Se-

condly, based on this approach, interest rate parity theory is a short-term explanatory 

model used in foreign trade to explicate exchange rate movements, which – accord-

ing to this theory – are solely determined by the return demands of capital investors.  

Interest rate parity implies that the domestic return equals the foreign return. Accord-

ingly, interest rate parity is also the relationship between the national money market 

and the international money market, with the exchange rate being adjusted in such a 

way that the difference between domestic and foreign exchange rate corresponds to 

the difference between the effective and the expected exchange rate. The foreign 

exchange market is in equilibrium if the deposits in all currencies offer the same ex-

pected rate of return. Interest rate parity relates to the law of one price with regard to 

fixed-income homogeneous financial instruments, meaning that assets having a 

comparable risk are subject to the same return expectations, independent of the 

country in which they are traded. Any capital movements resulting from interest rate 

parity are reflected in the capital account. Together with the current account and the 

foreign exchange balance, the capital account constitutes a nation's balance of pay-

ments; it reflects both capital imports and exports.  
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RELEVANT FACTORS IN THE FOREIGN-EXCHANGE ANALYSIS 

The detailed consideration of purchasing power parity and interest rate parity gives 

rise to a number of factors that are relevant for the analysis of currency zones. First 

of all, these include the fundamental economic developments of a country, the global 

monetary-policy environment, the bias of the central bank and the resulting capital 

flows. Additional factors that should also be included in the analysis of a currency or 

a currency zone are, for example, market sentiment, the political environment and 

market positioning. We will describe these factors in this study. However, it should be 

noted that the evaluation of these factors differs considerably not only from currency 

zone to currency zone, but also along the timeline. It is therefore not possible to de-

termine periods of application for the various aspects or to quantify their relevance 

for the currency markets as a whole.  

Fundamental factors 

Both PPP and interest rate parity are based on the assumption that these fundamen-

tal developments are – at least over the medium to long term – decisive for the deve-

lopment of a currency zone. As a consequence, the focus is on classic fundamental 

factors such as GDP growth, the development of the labour market and the resulting 

inflationary development (which is, of course, influenced by external factors).  

» GDP growth: A country's growth rates should be considered a) in relation to the 

growth rate of comparable economies, b) in relation to global growth, and c) in 

relation to the historic growth development of the respective country. Other fac-

tors to keep in mind are whether a positive growth rate is the result of a healthy 

sustainable development or rather the consequence of a deficit-based fiscal po-

licy and thus unsustainable. This requires a more in-depth assessment of the in-

dividual components of GDP growth (consumption, public expenditure, invest-

ment activities, export and import).  

» Development of the labour market: While the labour market is a lagging indi-

cator (meaning that the unemployment rate will only decline once the economy 

has noticeably recovered), it nevertheless plays an important role. Declining un-

employment rates and the often associated rise in wages have a significant im-

pact on consumption (and thus growth) and the inflation rate.  

» Budget balance and fiscal policy: The government's fiscal policy plays an im-

portant role and is of great significance to the economic development of a count-

ry. Moreover, a country's fiscal policy has a material impact on a) the liquidity of 

the local government bond market, b) the credit quality of government bonds 

and thus c) on government bond yields.  

» Inflation and inflation expectations: The inflation rate is determined by both 

domestic and external factors (commodity prices). Inflation and growth critically 

determine the central bank's monetary policy and thus have a massive impact 

on the yield level as well as the currency zones. Inflation expectations also play 

a great role and may force central banks to act, even if the inflation rate is not at 

a critical level.  

» Balance of payments: From a foreign-exchange analysis, within the balance of 

payments it is the capital account on the one hand, which measures the portfolio 

flows between a given country and the rest of the world, and the current account 

on the other hand, which measures the trade flows between a given country and 
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the rest of the world. A country, which has a massive current account deficit for 

example, must – by definition – show a significant surplus in its capital account. 

This means that both the yield level and the external value of the currency must 

be attractive enough for foreign investors. 

Monetary policy 

A country's monetary policy is determined by domestic factors (growth, inflation, la-

bour market, financial market developments), its mandate (inflation target) and ex-

ternal global factors. With its monetary policy, a central bank directly influences the 

yield level and the external value of the country's currency. 

» Growth and inflation: As previously mentioned, it is primarily growth, inflation 

and the prevailing inflation expectations that are decisive for the central bank. 

High growth rates and rising inflation tend to go hand and hand with a more rest-

rictive monetary policy, while central banks usually respond with a more expan-

sionary policy to low growth and declining inflation. While the former is usually 

positive for the currency, the latter is negative. 

» Mandate and credibility of central banks: From the perspective of the cur-

rency market, a central bank's credibility (also with regard to its mandate) is of 

critical importance. The more credible a central bank is, the more effective its 

policy will be. 

» Global monetary policy: Central banks must factor their projections regarding 

global monetary developments into their considerations. For instance, an extra-

ordinarily restrictive stance can lead to an undesirable appreciation of the dome-

stic currency.  

» Currency policy: In many countries, the currency policy is determined – or at 

least executed – by the central bank. The possible exchange rate regimes range 

from floating via semi-floating to fixed. Under a floating currency regime, the cur-

rency's external value is freely determined by the market. In semi-floating sys-

tems, the central bank permits limited fluctuations around a fixed mean value. 

Fixed currency regimes set the price of a given currency in relation to one or 

more other currencies at a certain level.  

» Market interest rates: The various central banks' monetary policies also have a 

decisive influence on the yields of the respective government bonds. The resul-

ting interest rate differentials may also set the course for the further develop-

ment of the relevant currencies.  

MARKET SENTIMENT, MARKET EXPECTATIONS AND TECHNI-
CAL INDICATORS 

Fundamental factors resulting from the theoretical basis of PPP and interest rate pa-

rity only form one pillar of foreign exchange forecasts, with market sentiment (and 

thus market positioning), market expectations and other indicators, such as technical 

analysis, being other pillars. 

» Market sentiment: Various indicators may assist in the assessment of general 

market sentiment. For instance, the V-Dax, i.e. the volatility index of the DAX, is 

considered a bell-wether of prevailing risk aversion. In contrast, the implied vola-

tilities of individual currency pairs reflect the risk assessment of the market. 
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Another useful indicator is risk reversals, which show whether the market, at any 

given time, expects an upswing or a downswing in a particular currency.  

» Market positioning: The positioning of the market is of great importance. In 

most cases, a positive economic development is, all else being equal, positive 

for the currency of a country. However, if the market has already assumed a 

long position, any further positive news may have hardly any impact on the 

exchange rate. On the other hand, surprisingly negative news could trigger dy-

namic depreciation. 

» Market expectations: The same holds true for market expectations: positive 

news will only have a truly positive impact on the exchange rate if it exceeds ge-

neral market expectations. Market expectations may already have an impact 

"before the fact": if the market, for example, starts to price in a rate hike in a 

given country, this market expectation will lead to the relevant currency appreci-

ating.  

» Technical analysis: Technical analysis is based on mathematical patterns and 

is used to identify patterns in exchange rate fluctuations. This may result in both 

short- and long-term trade recommendations. However, the basic requirement 

for any successful technical analysis is the initial blocking out of any fundamen-

tal factors. If both technical and fundamental analyses point in the same direc-

tion, this may be an indication of a dynamic movement within the exchange rate.  

SOURCES: DATA, STUDIES, INFORMATION 

Analysts of foreign exchange markets utilise a broad range of data and information. 

As the foreign exchange market is extremely liquid and transparent, it is important to 

filter such information from the wealth of data that will ultimately determine whether a 

currency rises or falls.  

External data 

» Fundamental data: Macro-economic data are largely obtained from data supp-

liers such as Datastream and Bloomberg. In addition, we also use data from 

third-party providers such as EIU (Economist Intelligence Unit) and international 

organisations (e.g. IMF or OPEC). What's more, national statistical offices and 

central banks also supply relevant data. Generally, every possible effort is made 

to use reliable data. In cases of doubt, the analyst should cross-check data from 

one source against data from another.  

» Market indicators: Exchange rates, interest rates, spreads, share prices, com-

modity prices, etc., are obtained from Datastream, Bloomberg and Reuters. The 

same applies to volatility indices and other market indicators.  

» Market positioning: For the analysis of overriding portfolio flows, usually data 

from Datastream and Bloomberg are used. In some cases, data are sourced di-

rectly from the national central banks and statistical offices.  

Forecasts 

» Economic forecasts: If available, these forecasts are obtained from DZ Bank's 

Economics department. For all other countries, the relevant data are sourced 

from EIU and the IMF. 
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» Other forecasts: To the extent available, forecasts prepared by the Research 

department are used. Where this is not feasible, other providers (EIU) or con-

sensus forecasts (e.g. Bloomberg) are used. This is disclosed in the source refe-

rences.  

News 

» News services: Current news is obtained from news services such as Bloom-

berg and Reuters. 

» Media 

FORECAST PROCESS 

Foreign exchange forecasts 

Given the many different input factors, the analysis of foreign exchange markets is 

highly subjective. Analysts monitor the various evaluation categories described 

above and must be able to assess which of these categories are or will be relevant to 

their respective currencies at different points in time. Over a 12-month forecast hori-

zon, significant shifts may occur time and again.  

Against this backdrop, analysts must not only keep an eye on their respective home 

currencies but in fact also on the entire currency universe. In addition, there is a mul-

titude of external – in some cases – political factors that must been included in the 

forecast insofar as they are known. Should the situation change, the forecast must 

be reviewed and, if necessary, revised.  

Total return expectation and "assessment of the currency zone" 

Once an analyst has prepared a forecast, an "assessment of the currency zone" 

must be drawn up. For this purpose, the currency and rate forecasts for forecast ho-

rizons of +6M and +12M are used as a basis for the total return calculation. This cal-

culation is carried out on the basis of a 5-year term to maturity and includes the ex-

pected exchange rate change, the expected price change and the yield (note: the 

yields we compute are gross yields, i.e. bond returns before deduction of taxes, re-

muneration, fees and any other costs of acquisition). Using a Sharpe ratio, we com-

pute which currency zones are considered to be "attractive", "unattractive" or 

"neutral" over both a +6M term and a +12M term. 
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II. MANDATORY DISCLOSURES FOR OTHER RESEARCH INFORMATION 

AND FURTHER REMARKS 
  
1. Responsible Company 
1.1 This Other Research Information has been prepared by DZ BANK AG 

Deutsche Zentral-Genossenschaftsbank, Frankfurt am Main  
(DZ BANK) as an investment firm. 

 Other Research Information is independent client information which 
does not contain any investment recommendations for specific issu-
ers or specific financial instruments. Such information makes no allow-
ance for any individual investment criteria. 

1.2 The mandatory disclosures for Research Publications (Financial Anal-
yses and Other Research Information) as well as further remarks, espe-
cially regarding the Conflicts of Interest Policy of DZ BANK Research, 
used methods, procedures and statistics, can be read and downloaded 
free-of-charge under www.dzbank.com/disclosures. 

  
2. Competent Supervisory Authorities 
 DZ BANK is supervised as a credit institution and as an investment firm by:  

– European Central Bank - www.ecb.europa.eu 
   Sonnemannstraße 20 in 60314 Frankfurt / Main and 
– Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin)  - www.bafin.de 
   Marie-Curie-Straße 24 - 28 in 60439 Frankfurt / Main 

  
3. Independent Analysts 
3.1 The Research Publications (Financial Analyses and Other Research In-

formation) of DZ BANK are independently prepared by its employed ana-
lysts or by competent analysts commissioned in a given case on the basis 
of the binding Conflicts of Interest Policy. 

3.2 Each analyst involved in the preparation of the contents of this Research 
Publication confirms that 
– this Research Publication represents his independent specialist evalua-

tion of the analysed object in compliance with the Conflicts of Interest 
Policy of DZ BANK and 

–- his compensation depends neither in full nor in part, neither directly nor 
indirectly, on an opinion expressed in this Research Publication. 

  

4.  Categories for Evaluations / Statements in Other Research Information 
 Not every item of Other Research Information contains a statement on a 

certain investment or a valuation of this investment. The categories for 
evaluations / statements used in Other Research Information of 
DZ BANK are defined as follows. 

4.1 Statements on Isolated Aspects of an Investment Decision 
 Statements on the isolated evaluation of specific aspects that precede 

an investment recommendation on a financial instrument and / or an is-
suer  - especially according to the sustainability criteria defined by DZ 
BANK, its defined value approach, its defined asset allocation (DZ BANK 
Sample Portfolio), its defined sector strategy Euro-Stoxx (DZ BANK Sector 
Favorites), its defined valuation of payments to beneficiaries (DZ BANK 
Dividend Aristocrats), its country weightings for covered bonds and its 
CRESTA-SCORE MODEL - are not investment categories and therefore 
do not contain any investment recommendations. 

 These isolated statements alone are not sufficient to form the basis of an 
investment decision. Reference is made to the explanation of the used rel-
evant methods. 

4.2 Sustainability Analysis 
 Issuers of shares and bonds are analysed on the basis of predefined sus-

tainability factors and classified in isolation as 'sustainable' or 'non sus-
tainable'. For sovereigns, a classification as 'transformation state' can be 
made that lies between these two classifications.  

4.3 Share Indices 
 For defined share indices, share price forecasts are made at regular inter-

vals. From the comparison between the current prices and the prepared 
forecasts on the development of such equity indices, investment recom-
mendations that are not generally definable and that cannot be de-
fined in advance may be developed. 

4.4 Currency Areas 
 The assessment of an investment in a currency area is geared to the ag-

gregate return expected from an investment in that currency area. As a 
rule, this aggregate return is primarily derived from the forecast change in 
the exchange rates. Aspects such as the general interest rate level and 
changes in the yield level of bonds on the relevant bond market that are 
possibly to be taken into consideration are also included in the assessment. 

 "Attractive" refers to the expectation that an investment in a currency area 
can deliver an above-average and positive return over a horizon of six to 
twelve months. 

 "Unattractive " refers to the expectation that an investment in a currency 
area can deliver only very low returns or even losses over a horizon of six 
to twelve months. 

 "Neutral" refers to the expectation that an investment in a currency area 
can deliver low or average returns over a horizon of six to twelve months.  

 The aforementioned returns are gross returns. The gross return as suc-
cess parameter relates to bond yields before deduction of taxes, remunera-
tions, fees and other purchase costs. This compares with the net return of a 
specific investment, which is not calculated and can deliver significantly 
lower returns and which measures the success of an investment in consid-
eration of / after deducting these values and charges. 

4.5 The prevailing factor for the allocation of market segments and country 
weightings for covered bonds is the comparison between a sub-segment 
and all the sub-segments on the relevant market as a whole: 

 "Overweight " refers to the expectation that a sub-segment can deliver a 
significantly better performance than all the sub-segments as a whole.  

 "Underweight" refers to the expectation that a sub-segment can deliver a 
significantly poorer performance than all the sub-segments as a whole. 

 "Neutral weighting" refers to the expectation that a sub-segment will not 
deliver any significant performance differences compared with all the sub-
segments as a whole. 

4.6 Derivatives 
 For derivatives (Bund futures, Bobl futures, treasury futures, Buxl fu-

tures) the arrows () ()() merely indicate the trend direction and do 
not contain any investment  recommendation. The trend direction is de-
rived solely from the use of generally recognised technical analysis indica-
tors without reflecting an analyst's own assessment. 

4.7 Commodities 
 "Upward arrow ()" means that the absolute price increase expected in 

the next twelve months is greater than 10%. 
 "Downward arrow ()" means that the absolute price decline expected in 

the next twelve months is greater than 10%. 
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 "Arrow pointing to the right ()" means that the absolute price change 
expected in the next twelve months will lie between +10% and -10%. 

4.8 Credit Trend Issuers  
 Based on the assessment of the rating development of the agencies and 

the DZ BANK CRESTA-SCORE forecast model, the following classifica-
tions apply: 

 "Positive" is given if the agencies S&P, Moody’s and Fitch are expected to 
make a rating upgrade in the next twelve months, 

 "Negative" is given if the agencies S&P, Moody’s and Fitch are expected to 
make a rating downgrade in the next twelve months,  

 "Stable" is given if the agencies S&P, Moody’s and Fitch are expected to 
leave their ratings unchanged in the next twelve months 

 If none of the agencies S&P, Moody's and Fitch have given a rating, no as-
sessment is made of the credit trend for the issuer concerned. 

  
 5. Updates and Validity Periods for Other Research Information 
5.1 The frequency of updates of Other Investment Information depends in 

particular on the underlying macroeconomic conditions, current develop-
ments on the relevant markets, the current development of the analyzed 
companies, measures undertaken by the issuers, the behavior of trading 
participants, the competent supervisory authorities and the competent cen-
tral banks as well as a wide range of other parameters. The periods of time 
named below therefore merely provide a non-binding indication of when 
an updated investment recommendation may be expected. 

5.2 No obligation exists to update an Other Investment Information. If an 
Other Research Information is updated, this update replaces the previous 
Other Research Information with immediate effect. 

 If no update is made, investment recommendations end / lapse on expiry 
of the validity periods named below. These periods begin on the day the 
Other Investment Information was published. 

5.3 The validity periods for Other Research Information are as follows: 
 Sustainability analyses:  twelve months 
 Analyses according to the value approach:  one month 
 Asset allocation analyses (DZ BANK Sample Portfolio):  one month 
 Euro Stoxx Sector Strategy (DZ BANK Sector Favourites):  one month 
 Dividends (DZ BANK Dividend Aristocrats):   three months 
 Credit trend issuers twelve months 
 Share indices (fundamental): three months 
 Share indices (technical / chart analysis): one week 
 Share indices (technical daily): publicationday 
 Currency areas: six to twelve months 
 Allocation of market segments one month 
 Country weightings for covered bonds: six months 
 Derivatives 
 (Bund futures, Bobl futures, treasury futures, Buxl futures):  one month  
 Commodities: one month 
5.4 In a given case, updates of Other Research Information may also be tem-

porarily suspended without prior announcement on account of compli-
ance with supervisory regulations.  

5.5 If no updates are to be made in the future because the analysis of an ob-
ject is to be discontinued, notification of this shall be made in the final publi-
cation or, if no final publication is made, the reasons for discontinuing the 
analysis shall be given in a separate notification. 

  
6. Avoiding and Managing Conflicts of Interest 
6.1 DZ BANK Research has a binding Conflicts of Interest Policy which en-

sures that the relevant conflicts of interest of DZ BANK, the DZ BANK 
Group, the analysts and employees of the Research and Economics Divi-
sion and persons closely associated with them are avoided, or - if such in-
terests are effectively unavoidable - are appropriately identified, managed, 
disclosed and monitored. Materiel aspects of this policy, which can be read 
and downloaded free-of-charge under www.dzbank.com/disclosures 
are summarized as follows. 

6.2 DZ BANK organizes its Research and Economics Division as a confidential-
ity area and protects it against all other organizational units of DZ BANK 
and the DZ BANK Group by means of Chinese walls. The departments and 
teams of the Division that produce Financial Analyses are also protected by 
Chinese walls and by spatial separation,  a closed doors and clean desk 
policy. Beyond the limits of these confidentiality areas, communication may 
only take place in both directions according to the need-to-know principle. 

6.3 The Research and Economics Division does not disseminate Research 
Publications on issues of DZ BANK or on financial instruments issued by 
companies of the DZ BANK Group. 

6.4 In principle, employees of the Research and Economics Division and 
persons closely associated with them may not unrestrictedly invest in 
financial instruments covered by them in the form of Financial Anal-
yses. For commodities and currencies, DZ BANK has also defined an 
upper limit based on the annual gross salary of each employee which, 
in the opinion of DZ BANK, also excludes the possibility of personal 
conflicts of interest among employees in the preparation of Other Re-
search Publications. 

6.5 Other theoretically feasible, information-based personal conflicts of interest 
among employees of the Research and Economics Division and persons 
closely associated with them are avoided in particular by the measures ex-
plained in sub-paragraph 6.2 and the other measures described in the policy. 

6.6 The remuneration of employees of the Research and Economics Division 
depends neither in whole nor in the variable part directly or materially on the 
earnings from investment banking, trade in financial instruments, other secu-
rities related services and / or trade in commodities, merchandise, currencies 
and / or on indices of DZ BANK or the companies of the DZ BANK Group. 

6.7 DZ BANK and companies of the DZ BANK Group issue financial instru-
ments for trading, hedging and other investment purposes which, as under-
lying instruments, may refer to financial instruments, commodities, mer-
chandise, currencies, benchmarks, indices and / or other financial ratios al-
so covered by DZ BANK Research. Respective conflicts of interest are pri-
marily avoided in the Research and Economics Division by means of the 
aforementioned organizational measures. 

  
7.  Recipients, Sources of Information and Use  
  
7.1 Recipients 
 Other Research Information of DZ BANK is directed at eligible counter-

parties as well as professional clients. They are therefore not suitable for 
dissemination to retail clients unless (i) an Other research Information has 
been explicitly labelled by DZ BANK as suitable for retail clients or (ii) is 
disseminated by an investment firm properly authorized in the European 
Economic Area (EEA) or Swiss to retail clients, who evidently have the 
necessary knowledge and sufficient experience in order to understand and 
evaluate the relevant risks of the relevant Other Research Information.  

 Other Research Information is authorized for dissemination by DZ BANK to 
the aforementioned recipients in in Member States of the European Eco-
nomic Area and Switzerland.  

 It is neither allowed to provide Other Research Information to customers in 
the United States of America (USA) nor to conclude corresponding transac-
tions with them. 

 The dissemination of Other Research Information in the Republic of Singa-
pore is in any case restricted to DZ BANK AG Singapore Branch. 

7.2 Main Sources of Information 
 For the preparation of its Research Publications, DZ BANK uses only in-

formation sources which it considers itself to be reliable. However, it is not 
feasible  to make own checks of all the facts and other information taken 
from these sources in every case. If in a specific case, however, DZ BANK 
has doubts over the reliability of a source or the correctness of facts and 
other information, it shall make specific reference to this in the Research 
Publication. 

 The main sources of information for Research Publications are:  
 Information and data services (e.g. Reuters, Bloomberg, VWD, Markit), li-

censed rating agencies (e.g. Standard & Poors, Moody's, Fitch, DBRS), 
specialist publications of the sectors, the business press, the competent 
supervisory authorities, information of the issuers (e.g. annual reports, se-
curities prospectuses, ad-hoc disclosures, press and analyst conferences 
and other publications) as well as its own specialist, micro and macro-
economic research, examinations and evaluations. 

7.3 No individual investment  recommendation 
 Under no circumstances can or should an Other Research Information 

replace a specialist investment advice necessary for a specific in-
vestment. For this reason an Other Research Information cannot be 
used as sole basis for an investment decision. 

  
8. Summary of used Methods and Procedures 
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 Detailed information on generally recognized as well as proprietary 
methods and procedures used by DZ BANK Research can be read and 
downloaded free-of-charge under www.dzbank.com/disclosures. 

   
III. DISCLAIMER 
  
1. This document is directed at eligible counterparties and professional cli-

ents. Therefore, it is not suitable for retail clients unless (a) it has been ex-
plicitly labelled as appropriate for retail clients or (b) is properly disseminated 
by an investment firm authorized in the European Economic Area (EEA) or 
Switzerland to retail clients, who evidently have the necessary knowledge 
and sufficient experience in order to understand and evaluate the relevant 
risks of the relevant evaluation and / or recommendations. 

 It was prepared by DZ BANK AG Deutsche Zentral-Genossenschaftsbank, 
Frankfurt am Main, Germany ('DZ BANK') and has been approved by 
DZ BANK only for dissemination to the aforementioned recipients in Member 
States of the EEA and Switzerland. 

 If this document is expressly marked as ‘Financial Analysis’ in sub-section 
1.1 of the Mandatory Disclosures, its distribution to recipients is subject to the 
section International Restrictions of Use and these additional rules: 

 This document may only be brought into the Republic of Singapore by 
DZ BANK via the DZ BANK Singapore Branch, but not by other persons, and 
may only be disseminated there to 'accredited investors' and / or 'expert in-
vestors' ‘and used by them. 

 It is neither allowed to provide Financial Analyses to customers in the United 
States of America (USA) nor to conclude corresponding transactions with 
them. 

 If this document is expressly marked as ‘Other Research Information’ in 
sub-section 1.1 of the Mandatory Disclosures, its dissemination to recipients 
is subject to these additional rules: 

 It is neither allowed to provide Other Research Information to customers in 
the United States of America (USA) nor to conclude corresponding transac-
tions with them. 

 The dissemination of Other Research Information in the Republic of Singa-
pore is in any case restricted to DZ BANK AG Singapore Branch. 

 In all before named countries, this document may only be distributed in ac-
cordance with the respective applicable laws and rules, and persons obtain-
ing possession of this document should inform themselves about and ob-
serve such laws and rules. 

  
2. This document is being handed over solely for information purposes and may 

not be reproduced, redistributed to other persons or be otherwise published 
in whole or in part. All copyrights and user rights to this document, also with 
regard to electronic and online media, remain with DZ BANK. 

 Whilst DZ BANK may provide hyperlinks to web sites of companies men-
tioned in this document, the inclusion of a link does not imply that DZ BANK 
endorses, recommends or guarantees any data on the linked page or acces-
sible therefrom. DZ BANK accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any such 
links or data, nor for the consequences of its use. 

  
3. This document is not to be construed as and does not constitute an offer, or 

an invitation to make an offer, to buy securities, other financial instruments or 
other investment objects. 

 Estimates, especially forecasts, fair value and / or price expectations made 
for the investment objects analyzed in this document may prove incorrect. 
This may occur especially as a result of unpredictable risk factors. 

 Such risk factors are in particular, but not exclusively: market volatility, sector 
volatility, measures undertaken by the issuer or owner, the general state of 
the economy, the non-realisability of earnings and / or sales targets, the non-
availability of complete and / or precise information and / or later occurrence 
of another event that could lastingly affect the underlying assumptions or oth-
er forecasts on which DZ BANK relies. 

 The estimates made should always be considered and evaluated in connec-
tion with all previously published relevant documents and developments relat-
ing to the investment object and to the relevant sectors and, in particular, 
capital and financial markets. 

 DZ BANK is under no obligation to update this document. Investors must in-
form themselves about the current development of business as well as of any 
changes in the business development of the companies. 

 During the validity period of an investment recommendation, DZ BANK is en-
titled to publish a further or other analysis based on other, factually-warranted 
or even missing criteria on the investment object.   

  
4. DZ BANK has obtained the information on which this document is based from 

sources believed to be essentially reliable, but has not verified all of such in-
formation. Consequently, DZ BANK does not make or provide any represen-
tations or warranties regarding the preciseness, completeness or accuracy of 
the information or the opinions contained in this document. 

 Neither DZ BANK nor its affiliated companies accept any liability for disad-
vantages or losses incurred as a result of the distribution and / or use of this 
document and / or which are connected with the use of this document. 

  
5. DZ BANK and its affiliated companies are entitled to maintain investment banking 

and business relationships with the company or companies that are the subject of 
the analysis contained in this document. Within the limits of applicable superviso-
ry law, DZ BANK’s research analysts also provide information regarding securi-
ties-related services and ancillary securities-related services. 

 Investors should assume that (a) DZ BANK and its affiliated companies are or 
will be entitled to engage in investment banking operations, security operations 
or other business transactions from or with the companies that are the subject 
of the analysis contained in this document, and that (b) analysts involved in the 
preparation of this document can generally be indirectly involved in the conclu-
sion of such business transactions to the extent permitted by supervisory law. 

 DZ BANK and its affiliated companies and their employees may have posi-
tions in securities of the analyzed companies or investment objects or effect 
transactions with these securities or investment objects. 

  
6. The information and recommendations of DZ BANK contained in this document 

do not constitute any individual investment advice and, depending on the specif-
ic investment targets, the investment horizon or the individual financial situation, 
may therefore be unsuitable or only partially suitable for certain investors. In 
preparing this document DZ BANK has not and does not act in the capacity of 
an investment advisor to, or asset manager for, any person.  

 The recommendations and opinions contained in this document constitute the 
best judgment of DZ BANK’s research analysts at the date and time of prepara-
tion of this document and are subject to change without notice as a result of fu-
ture events or developments. This document constitutes an independent ap-
praisal of the relevant issuer or investment objects by DZ BANK; all evaluations, 
opinions or explanations contained herein are those of the author of this docu-
ment and do not necessarily correspond with those of the issuer or third parties.  

 Any decision to effect an investment in securities, other financial instruments, 
commodities, merchandise or other investment objects should not be made 
on the basis of this document, but on the basis of independent investment 
analyses and methods as well as other analyses, including but not limited to 
information memoranda, sales or other prospectuses. This document can be 
no replacement for individual investment advice.  

  
7. By using this document, in any form or manner whatsoever, or referring to it 

in your considerations and / or decisions, you accept the restrictions, specifi-
cations and regulations contained in this document as being exclusively and 
legally binding for you. 

 
  ____________________________________________________________  
  
 Additional Information of Markit Indices Limited 
  
 Neither Markit, its affiliates or any third party data provider makes any war-

ranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of 
the data contained herewith nor as to the results to be obtained by recipients 
of the data.  Neither Markit, its affiliates nor any data provider shall in any way 
be liable to any recipient of the data for any inaccuracies, errors or omissions 
in the Markit data, regardless of cause, or for any damages (whether direct or 
indirect) resulting therefrom. 

 Markit has no obligation to update, modify or amend the data or to otherwise 
notify a recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein changes or 
subsequently becomes inaccurate. 

 Without limiting the foregoing, Markit, its affiliates, or any third party data pro-
vider shall have no liability whatsoever to you, whether in contract (including 
under an indemnity), in tort (including negligence), under a warranty, under 
statute or otherwise, in respect of any loss or damage suffered by you as a 
result of or in connection with any opinions, recommendations, forecasts, 
judgments, or any other conclusions, or any course of action determined, by 
you or any third party, whether or not based on the content, information or 
materials contained herein. 
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